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STARTUPS AND LEADERS, FROM MAY 24TH TO MAY 26TH, 2018
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August Debouzy is pleased to announce its rst participation to Viva Technology Paris 2018 as a partner
(Stand L08). The event will take place from May 24 th to May 26 th 2018, in Paris’s Parc des Expositions at the
Porte de Versailles, reception hall 1.
Through this partnership, August Debouzy asserts its positionning of entrepreneurs and inverstors’ key partner in their
activities’ growth thanks to its distinctive features of full service and global presence, through correspondents in the main
world economic centers.
August Debouzy will be represented on-site by about twenty lawyers from the company’s different elds of expertise
(Corporate, Social, Technologies - Media - Intellectual Property, Litigation - Arbitration - Criminal Business Law, Taxation,
Public - Regulation - Environment, Competition - Distribution - Consumption).
August Debouzy will be accompanied this year by Hyperlex, Jenji and Glowee, three “Start you up” award-winners, a
legal support program dedicated to the rm's tech and innovative start-ups. Their presence on the stand illustrates the
rm's ability to support specialists in the elds of cyber-security, virtual reality, connected objects, big data, predictive
analysis, arti cial intelligence, blockchain, conversational interfaces, collaborative cloud platforms, digital business
transformation and greentech.
The event’s third edition is this year dedicated to innovation and start-up growth, and will bring together all the global
players in digital transformation and digital technology elds. Viva Technology 2018 aims at an unprecedented
international resonance as it will welcome thousands of entrepreneurs from more than a dozen countries around the
world.

"Our vision, driven by the rm's 150 lawyers, is to combine digital expertise with our consulting experience to provide
superior legal services that will ultimately bene t all investors to get a head start on their market. " said Mahasti Razavi,
Managing Partner at August Debouzy.
About Viva Technology Paris
Co-organized by Publicis Groupe and le Groupe Les Echos, VivaTech is the world’s rendezvous for startups and leaders
to celebrate innovation. It’s a gathering of the world’s brightest minds, talent, and products taking place in Paris on the
24th–26th of May 2018. More than 68,000 visitors attended the 2017 edition, and this year builds on that success as
startups, business leaders, investors, academics, students, and media from around the world descend on Paris for three
packed days.
www.vivatechnology.com and @VivaTech

